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Auxiliary Units


A variety of accessories

in addition to the EP095S control unit, may complete the installation of a single automated range, thus allowing immediate operation and full integration with other units of
Multi-Pull system.



EP096AG1 mechanical coin box

is meant to be directly connected to one of EP095S control unit in order to allow shooting stand operation even with no attending personnel.
It comes with 6 signal LEDs to show the number of shooters that are currently enabled
to shoot and one signal LED to indicate if coins can still be inserted.
Operation with coins can be programmed in order that every series cannot exceeds the
maximum number of shots + a pre-set value.
It is supplied complete of 100 coins.
The standard available coins (diameter of 24 mm.) have the following outline:
1 + 1 channels
2 + 2 channels
3 + 1 channels
3 + 3 channels
2 + 1 channels
3 + 2 channels



EP096AG2 access regulating unit with chip cards

can be directly connected to an EP095S control unit to allow personnel free operation
of any shooting range, exactly as the coin box does.
Chip cards makes forgery impossible, allow customers to choose the amount to load on
the card and ground managers to differentiate subscriptions.

EP096-AG

Chip card readers can be supplied not only for shooting ranges but also for club armoury, for restaurant and other club services, greatly simplifying the shooting range
administration and granting a high security degree



EP096AG3 chip card programmer

that can be installed in the secretary office, connected to a Personal Computer is normally used to reload chip cards.
It’s normally supplied with a software package that, running in a Personal Computer,
allows the operator to reload chip cards with different amounts.
The program save into the hard disk of PC all movements regarding every shooter, so
the operator can do statistics for week, for month, for shooter etc…
This product feature help the ground manager to better summarize the profit and better to plan the future activity.



EP096AG5 automatic chip card programmer

It’s able to accept 5—10—20—50 euro to reload chip cards.
It’s very easy to use, no personnel is requested. Realized with a strong metallic box
with a security lock system.
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EP096AG5 automatic chip card reload

EP096AG1 mechanical coin box

Elettronica Progetti can supply chip
cards customized with logo of
shooting club, name of shooters,
sponsors’ advertisement.
 Colour or black/white
 one or two sides

EP096AG4 chip card

EP095S control unit connected to
EP096AG2 chip card access regulating unit
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